Tiara
While digging posts for the foundation for
the new inn, workers found a box with an
animal skull collection inside. They say that
the box has been there for hundreds of years.
Rumors of a brigand group harassing
travelers on the north road out of Tiara.
Travelers are reminded to travel with large
groups.
The Coffee Masters was robbed by 3 men
dressed up like Gypsies. They suspect
follower of Morrigan but none have been
seen in the city since the destruction of the
Orcus cult several years ago. The Coffee
masters reports several blending lists were
taken and some very expensive sacks of
imported coffee beans.

Aviron
Water’s Vale: A cache of books was found.
These books are being prepared and should
be ready for viewing in the next few weeks.

VIvue: A ship has been lost near the city
of Vivue in the Realm of the Dark Sisters.
The Undaunted Maiden was late and
reports say that the ship wreckage was
washed ashore. Authorities say all were
lost while witnesses say that the slavers
captured the few survivors and took them
away.
Regnum Eon
Southern Empire: The council of Law in
its annual meeting announced its newest
member Nicole Ferran. She is a stalwart
believer in the law and will be a fine
addition to our group says, Porter Scarlet,
Duke of Scarlet.
Palace of Ardyndrill: An earthquake has
struck the Palace and damaged much of its
structure. Mistress Khalyn Turell of the
order is fine and there were no fatalities.
The order of Contritioners will have to
move from their location while they
rebuild.
Mineral Islands

FOOD (*****) The Merry Hound
Wayhouse in Wolf’s Scagg is a poor excuse
for an inn, the dice games are crummy and
the entertainment barley passed as music.
But their leg of lamb was awesome and they
have a pint of ale that is to just die for. It is
called Red Ale, made right there. The staff is
very attentive but the inn needs more help.
Watcher’s Hollow: House Storm has routed
out a spy in their midst. They turned over a
badly beaten woman to the authorities.
Rumors from the Valley: Reports from the
Valley of the Telerie say the elves have been
driven from the Valley. Kobolds aided by
bugbears now hold that area, all trade is
suspended to that area.
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Sea Hunters: Diamond Port has a new
marine Sail and Marine ship. Frosty SailMarine caries nets, rods and sails.
The Lost Alliance: This adventuring
group tracked a magical object to a palace,
and defeated the sorcerer and his outlaw
gang all while being confronted by a
powerful spell using monster called a
Mind Flayer.
Soltor: Church of Light has taken it upon
itself to help the city rebuild its poor
section of town. They are financing the
building of apartments in an effort to revitalize the poor neighborhoods. Soltor is
in the country of Cilirean.
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